
Mike Schreiner’s visit to Huntsville, to address concerns about Bill 23                                                       February 7th, 2023 
Summary of discussion, Active Living Centre, organised by GPO PSM Riding Assn. 
 

Earlier in the day, Mike heard from local municipalities that because of Bill 23 there is increasing concern about  
o Higher costs to fund services and Increase in the cost of infrastructure  
o Need for property tax increases 
o Decrease in more affordable communities & in social justice, & decrease in affordable housing 
o Increase in sprawl, a big driver of climate pollution 
o Changes to the Planning Act and site plan approvals, giving developers carte blanche to build on lakeshore, 

wetland, and floodplains 
o Dismantling of Conservation Authorities’ role in Ontario environmental and wetland protection systems.  

 

Open Meeting, Lunch time session - Questions from the floor: 
Bill, Sundridge-Affordable housing is defined as 20% below market value which means paying $1.1 M now. 

o Mike - A truly affordable home should mean a maximum 30% of income is spent on housing. Affordability will 
be made worse by Bill 23 as property tax increases are passed on. 

Grant, Huntsville - i) Bill 23 is Pave the Greenbelt bill. ii) How to deal with increased costs for building materials? 
o Mike - i) A betrayal of public trust by Doug Ford to open the Greenbelt, violating a promise explicitly made. I 

have asked the auditor general to investigate. Some of that greenbelt was donated. 
o Dufferin-Rouge reserve, sold back to farmland with agreement that it be farmland forever which kept farmland 

affordable. Now farmland, and entire greenbelt is open for speculation, now it’s even harder for young farmers 
to buy land, to grow food. There is such lack of concern for the farming community, jobs and food production 
and some crazy idea that farming can be done further north - on the Shield? 

o ii) Lumber costs provide a huge opportunity for sustainable forestry and for adding value here by adding 
processing capacity. This would make our own lumber more affordable when sold here. 

o Insurance cost increases are directly related to the climate crisis.  
Neal  - Is there enough electricity without using gas? 

o Mike - We need to move away from fossil gas & its costly infrastructure & high prices, & towards heat pumps.  
o We have enough capacity in the electrical grid now but when Pickering comes offline, we will need to: 

o Use energy more efficiently, e.g. insulate better, better TOU management to smooth out peak use,  
o Add new generation. Lowest cost is solar, then wind and long-term, water. Nuclear and gas are highest 

cost. Use Darlington and Bruce to provide 50% then bring in cleanest, least costly, solar, wind, battery storage. 
Peter, Huntsville - He regrets change from Conservative leaders like Leslie Frost, Bill Davis, David Crombie. 

o Mike - David Crombie is very critical of DF especially as there are 88,000 acres of land already approved for 
development within existing urban boundaries, so there is no need for Bill 23 greenbelt land. 

Joe, Huntsville - Underlying factors are greed and ignorance. We need to get the message out. 
o Mike - We must build a movement to activate awareness, organise, give voice to people speaking of threats to 

our communities. We need a strategy to push back. It worked with Bill 66, 2018, for Duffins Creek wetlands. 
o Reach out to Conservative ridings so those MPPs convey to DF that electors are unhappy. 
o Some organisations have filed to stop DF overturning official plans.  
o Anti- racketeering branch is considering investigation.  

John, Newholm, Huntsville - What about Enbridge? 
o Mike - There are federal programs available to provide rebates and lend interest free for approved green 

programs, not fossil gas. Municipalities want retrofit programs to save energy, provide green jobs. 
Andre,  We need to work with municipalities, and against lobbying by developers. 

o Mike - There is an open letter from businesses opposed to Bill 23 addressing their concerns. 
o Conservation authority lands are subject to flood risk. But with Bill 23, developers are allowed to build there 

while municipalities cannot oppose building there but are subject to lawsuits when housing is flooded.  
Steve, Huntsville - We need broad cooperation between parties at Queens Park, NDP, Liberals and Greens. 

o Mike - We need to work on promoting electoral reform. Our electoral system does not reflect the democratic 
will of the province where only 40% voted for Ford’s government. We need conversations around cross party 
cooperation and collaboration to push back against what’s happening at Queens’ Park. 


